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Objective: Alterations in reward-related

brain function and phenomenological as-

pects of positive affect are increasingly

examined in the development of major

depressive disorder. The authors tested

differences in reward-related brain func-

tion in healthy and depressed adoles-

cents, and the authors examined direct

links between reward-related brain func-

tion and positive mood that occurred in

real-world contexts.

Method: Fifteen adolescents with major

depressive disorder and 28 adolescents

with no history of psychiatric disorder,

ages 8–17 years, completed a functional

magnetic resonance imaging guessing

task involving monetary reward. Partici-

pants also reported their subjective posi-

tive affect in natural environments during

a 4-day cell-phone-based ecological mo-

mentary assessment.

Results: Adolescents with major depres-
sive disorder exhibited less striatal re-
sponse than healthy comparison adoles-
cents during reward anticipation and
reward outcome, but more response in
dorsolateral and medial prefrontal cortex.
Diminished activation in a caudate region
associated with this depression group dif-
ference was correlated with lower subjec-
tive positive affect in natural environ-
ments, particularly within the depressed
group.

Conclusions: Results support models of
altered reward processing and related
positive affect in young people with ma-
jor depressive disorder and indicate that
depressed adolescents’ brain response to
monetary reward is related to their affec-
tive experience in natural environments.
Additionally, these results suggest that re-
ward-processing paradigms capture brain
function relevant to real-world positive af-
fect.

(Am J Psychiatry 2009; 166:64–73)

Depression that begins in childhood or adolescence
disrupts functioning in academic, family, peer, and affec-
tive contexts (1). A central issue in the pathophysiology of
depression is how affective brain systems are disrupted in
ways associated with mood correlates of the disorder. From
a developmental affective neuroscience perspective, it is
important to consider not only neural systems underpin-
ning negative affect but also positive affect systems, be-
cause diminished pleasant mood, decreased motivation
for rewarding experiences, and unusual dopamine system
function may represent core aspects of depression, partic-
ularly early in its course (2, 3). Understanding early devel-
opmental changes in neural reward systems in depression
could provide insights relevant to treatments while brain
development is underway (4) because treatments provided
early in development could have the potential for more en-
during benefits. Because depressed children’s behavior
and affect in laboratory studies may have little relevance to
their behavior in real-world settings, establishing links be-
tween neural changes in controlled tasks and mood alter-
ations in natural settings can provide particularly promis-
ing leads to advance etiologic understanding.

Key elements of positive affect include subjective expe-
rience of pleasant emotions and neural response to re-
warding stimuli (2). Studies of both elements have found
abnormalities in early-onset depression, including re-
duced pleasant mood (5) and reduced response in reward-
related brain areas such as the striatum (6). However, no
study to date has examined the relation of these two as-
pects of positive affect in young people with depression.
Such validation is critical to efforts to examine the neural
substrates of depression because it links brain function as-
sessed in an artificial, laboratory environment to affective
experience in natural environments. Thus, brain regions
whose function in response to abstract reward stimuli dis-
tinguishes depressed from healthy young people are more
meaningfully related to depression if they reflect real-life
affect. Also, given that people are poor at reporting past
moods or predicting future moods accurately (7), measur-
ing current, momentary positive affect in natural settings
through ecological momentary assessment can provide a
more accurate index of true affective experience than can
questionnaires administered in the laboratory.
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Adult depression is associated with reduced activation
in striatal areas (8, 9) and enhanced activation in medial
prefrontal cortex areas related to sadness and social cogni-
tion (10) in response to pleasant stimuli. Reduced striatal
activation might be a particularly meaningful difference in
depression given that the striatum is critical to reward
processing (11–13) and (inversely) implicated in anhe-
donia (14). In our previous studies of reward-related deci-
sion-making using different samples from the current
study, young people with depression did not distinguish
high- and low-magnitude likely rewards (15) and exhib-
ited less brain activation in areas including dorsal striatum
during reward processing (6).

The present study examined blood-oxygen-level-de-
pendent (BOLD) response to anticipation and outcome of
reward in young people with major depressive disorder
and investigated the association of depression-related re-
ward response with positive affect experienced in natural
environments. Using a functional magnetic resonance im-
aging (fMRI) reward paradigm that reliably elicits striatal
activation and a cell-phone ecological momentary assess-
ment protocol, we examined group differences in reward
processing and the relation of those group differences to
positive affect. We hypothesized that major depressive
disorder is associated with reduced striatal response and
enhanced medial prefrontal cortex response and that ar-
eas reflecting depression-related differences in striatal
function are related to real-life positive affect.

Method

Participants

The participants were 78 adolescents, ages 8–17 years, from a
study of pediatric affective disorders. The final data set included
43 participants because three participants did not complete the
guessing task and 32 had excessive movement. Final participants
had major depressive disorder (N=15, 70% female) or were
healthy comparison subjects with no history of psychiatric disor-
der (N=28, 75% female). (In previous reports, we have often sepa-
rated comparison participants based on family history of affec-
tive disorder [e.g., high or low risk based on the number of family
members with history of affective disorders]. However, in the cur-
rent article, in order to maximize the sample size in the compari-
son group, we included all comparison subjects together. We con-
ducted analyses with adjustment for family history and found
that results did not differ from those reported here.)

Comorbidities among major depressive disorder participants
included generalized anxiety disorder (N=8), social phobia (N=3),
and panic disorder (N=1). The participants were free of psycho-
tropic medications, nicotine, and illicit drugs. The participants
were generally European American (87% of those with major de-
pressive disorder; 93% of comparison subjects), and groups did
not differ in age (mean=13.5 [SD=2.1] years for major depressive
disorder; mean=13.1 [SD=2.6] for comparison subjects). The par-
ticipants with major depressive disorder had higher depressive
symptoms than did comparison subjects (mean=21.60 [SD=
11.99] versus 5.77 [SD=6.77], respectively; F=29.42, df=1, 38,
p<0.001), higher self-reported anxiety symptoms (mean=26.42
[SD=17.80] versus 7.67 [SD=5.23]; F=15.15, df=1, 38, p<0.005), and

lower subjective positive affect (mean=2.29 [SD=0.82] versus 3.10
[SD=0.62]; F=13.40, df=1, 42, p<0.005). 

The participants with major depressive disorder were recruited
from outpatient clinics at Western Psychiatric Institute and Clinic,
Pittsburgh, Pa., and through advertisements. The comparison
subjects were recruited through advertisements. All participants
completed diagnostic assessment with the Schedule for Affective
Disorders and Schizophrenia for School-Age Children—Present
and Lifetime Version (16). Major depressive disorder diagnoses
were confirmed by face-to-face interviews with a child psychia-
trist. After complete description of the study, written informed
consent was obtained from all parents and from participants age
14 and older; younger participants provided verbal assent.

Measures

Symptoms. The participants and their parents completed the
Screen for Childhood Anxiety and Related Disorders (17) and the
Mood and Feelings Questionnaire (18).

Reward processing. The fMRI paradigm (Figure 1) was an ad-
aptation of a card-guessing paradigm developed by Delgado and
colleagues (11) to probe striatal response to feedback associated
with monetary reward. In our event-related paradigm, each trial
included both an anticipation period and an outcome period,
and participants received win, loss, or no-change feedback for
each trial. The participants were told that their performance
would determine a monetary reward to be received after the scan.

Trials were presented in pseudorandom order with predeter-
mined outcomes. During each 27-second trial, the participants
had three seconds to guess, through button press, whether the
value of a visually presented card with a possible value of 1–9 was
higher or lower than 5 (index and middle finger, respectively). Af-
ter a choice was made, the trial type (reward or loss) was pre-
sented visually for 12 seconds (anticipation). This was followed by
the “actual” numerical value of the card (500 msec); outcome
feedback (a green upward-facing arrow for win, a red downward-
facing arrow for loss, or a yellow circle for neutral feedback; 500
msec); and a crosshair presented for 11 seconds (outcome). Trials
were presented in 4 runs, with 12 trials per run, and a balanced
number of trial types within runs.

The participants were told that they would receive $1 for each
win, lose 50 cents for each loss, and experience no earnings
change for neutral outcomes. The participants were unaware of
the fixed outcome probabilities and were led to believe that per-
formance would determine net monetary gain. The participants’
engagement and motivation to perform well were maintained by
verbal encouragement during practice and between runs.

Subjective positive affect. The PANAS-C (19), a mood ques-
tionnaire with good psychometric properties, was used to assess
positive affect by cell phone in natural settings. Mood is de-
scribed by adjectives (e.g., happy) using a 5-point response scale
(1=very slightly or not at all, 5=extremely). All 20 items were ad-
ministered once per day, and a subset of eight items (four reflect-
ing positive affect: happy, joyful, energetic, excited) was adminis-
tered at all other calls. Because a priori hypotheses focused on
positive affect and because mean positive affect score within the
day was not excessively variable (SD=0.85–1.11), mean positive
affect across the weekend was computed for analyses. Mean pos-
itive affect across the weekend was moderately negatively corre-
lated with depressive symptoms (r=–0.58, p<0.001), indicating
that the constructs of positive affect and depression were related
but not completely overlapping.

Pubertal development. The participants underwent a physi-
cal examination by a nurse or pediatrician, their breast/genital
development was rated (20), and they were classified as pre/early
(Tanner=1–2) or mid/late (Tanner=3–5) adolescents.
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Procedure

The local institutional review board approved the study. The
participants’ assessment included diagnosis, symptom ques-
tionnaires, ecological momentary assessment, and an MRI scan.
The ecological momentary assessment protocol was conducted
over a weekend, and the scan was conducted on the following
Thursday. Before the scan, the participants practiced the para-
digm and experienced the scanning environment through a sim-
ulator to ensure familiarity with the environment and to gauge
comfort. The participants received $60 for the scan, plus $15 for
“playing the game.”

During the ecological momentary protocol, the participants re-
ported on mood, activities, and companions “at the moment the
phone rang.” PANAS-C items were used to assess mood. Calls were
placed 12 times from Friday to Monday at specified windows of
time distributed throughout each day (e.g., 4–7 p.m.), but only after
school hours for calls on Friday and Monday. Ecological momen-
tary assessment was conducted primarily during a weekend so that
calls would not interfere with school participation and because
participants would have more freedom to choose activities and
companions. Data were missing or incomplete for 5% of calls. Calls
were administered by research associates, who also ensured that
participants understood the rating scales and vocabulary of the
items. Based on responses about companions, the participants
were in social contexts during 60% of the calls. One comparison
participant declined the ecological moment assessment protocol.

BOLD fMRI Acquisition, Processing, and Analysis

Each participant was scanned using a Siemens 3T Allegra
scanner (Malvern, Pa.). BOLD functional images were acquired
with a gradient echo planar imaging sequence and covered 34
axial slices (3 mm thick) beginning at the cerebral vertex and en-
compassing the entire cerebrum and the majority of the cerebel-

lum (TR/TE=2000/25 msec, field of view=20 cm, matrix=64×64).
Scanning parameters were selected to optimize BOLD signal
quality while maintaining a sufficient number of slices to acquire
whole-brain data. Before the collection of fMRI data for each
participant, a reference echoplanar imaging scan was acquired
and visually inspected for artifacts (e.g., ghosting) and good sig-
nal across the entire volume. The data from all 43 participants
were clear of such problems.

Whole-brain image analysis was conducted with SPM2 (http://
www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). For each scan, images for each par-
ticipant were realigned to the first volume in the time series to
correct for head motion. The motion correction criterion was set
at <4 mm, which is higher than that used in many fMRI studies, to
maximize the size of this sample containing young people, many
from a clinical population. (Only three participants had motion
>2mm across runs 1 and 2 of the task [two with major depressive
disorder, one from the comparison group; 2 male, and 1 female].
Because the results did not change when these three participants
were excluded from analyses, and because motion over runs 1
and 2 was acceptably low for the sample overall [mean=1.05 mm,
SD=0.74], we included all participants with movement <4 mm.)

Realigned images were spatially normalized into Montreal
Neurological Institute stereotactic space using a 12-parameter af-
fine model, then smoothed to minimize noise and residual differ-
ence in gyral anatomy with a Gaussian filter set at 6 mm full-
width at half-maximum. Voxel-wise signal intensities were ratio-
normalized to the whole-brain global mean.

Preprocessed data were analyzed using second-level random
effects models that account for both scan-to-scan and partici-
pant-to-participant variability to determine task-specific re-
gional responses. Analyses focused on data for the first two runs
of the task so that fatigue, habituation, and frustration with task
length would contribute less to responses. Analyses of the first
run only, including two additional participants (Ns=16 with major

FIGURE 1. Event-Related Guessing Task With Monetary Reward
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depressive disorder, and 29 comparison subjects), yielded a pat-
tern of results identical to those below. Given previous findings
that the task half contributes to response in a similarly long re-
ward task (6), focusing on the early trials allowed examination of
relatively novel reward experiences. Analyses including partici-
pants who completed all four runs (N=12 with major depressive
disorder, N=25 comparison) confirmed that the findings were
largely unchanged when all trials were included: the major de-
pressive disorder group exhibited less striatal reactivity during
both anticipation and outcome and more prefrontal reactivity
during anticipation than the comparison group.

Because a priori hypotheses concerned the role of positive af-
fect in depression, analyses focused on reward rather than loss.
For each participant and scan, predetermined condition effects at
each voxel were calculated using a t statistic, producing a statisti-
cal image for two contrasts: reward anticipation > baseline and
reward outcome > baseline. Individual contrast images were used
to determine mean reward anticipation-related and outcome-re-
lated response using one-sample t tests. All tests were set to a
threshold of p<0.05, required to have a minimum extent of 10
contiguous voxels, and corrected for multiple comparisons using
false discovery rate across activation clusters of interest based on

earlier region-of-interest analyses. Earlier analyses focused on
two regions of interest: 1) a striatal region of interest, based on the
typical pattern of response in similar reward tasks (sphere with 20
mm radius, centered on Talairach coordinates x=0, y=10, z=–10,
encompassing the entire bilateral ventral striatum and adjacent
regions of the caudate); and 2) a prefrontal region of interest that
included areas associated with unusual response to pleasant
stimuli in depression (Brodmann’s areas 9, 10, 11, 24, 25, and 32).
The striatal region of interest was used for analyses within the
comparison group and comparison > major depressive disorder
contrasts. The prefrontal region of interest was used for analyses
within the major depressive disorder group and major depressive
disorder > comparison group contrasts. For testing associations
between brain activation and real-life positive affect, the region of
interest was defined as significant clusters from comparison sub-
jects > major depressive disorder analyses.

Data Analyses

Within-group analyses were conducted to establish group-
level response. Group differences were examined using one-way
analyses of covariance (ANCOVAs) with major depressive disor-
der group as the independent variable and sex and age as covari-

TABLE 1. Within-Group and Between-Group Effects on Reward-Related Blood-Oxygen-Level-Dependent Response, by Conditiona

Condition Hemisphere

Talairach Coordinates of 
Maximum Voxel in Cluster

Cluster Size t df px y z
Reward anticipation

Within comparison group
Caudate body Right 4 1 17 948 7.74 27 <0.001

Within major depressive disorder group
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Left –54 21 33 45 4.44 14 <0.001
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Right 54 19 29 35 3.78 14 <0.005
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Left –4 50 31 40 3.65 14 <0.005
Medial frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s area 6) Right 2 48 33 27 3.65 14 <0.005
Orbital gyrus (Brodmann’s area 11) Left –40 34 –12 17 3.49 14 <0.005
Middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s area 10) Right 44 52 –9 43 3.18 14 <0.005
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Right 40 29 37 20 2.67 14 <0.01
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Left –40 13 36 31 2.64 14 <0.05
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Left –36 31 37 11 2.56 14 <0.05
Middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s area 10) Left –44 49 1 15 2.54 14 <0.05
Medial frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s area 10) Right 2 60 –3 16 2.19 14 <0.05

Comparison > major depressive disorder
Caudate head Left –6 18 3 270 4.49 39 <0.001

Major depressive disorder > comparison
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Right 40 29 37 14 3.35 39 <0.005
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Left –4 48 33 14 2.67 39 <0.01
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Left –50 11 31 13 2.07 39 <0.05

Reward outcome
Within comparison group

Caudate head Left –6 16 3 1026 9.30 27 <0.001
Within major depressive disorder group

DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Right 2 44 16 198 3.92 14 <0.005
Medial frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s area 8) Left –4 48 31 36 3.69 14 <0.005
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Left –54 11 31 25 3.60 14 <0.005
Middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s area 10) Right 40 56 –8 15 3.57 14 <0.005
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Right 40 29 37 41 3.47 14 <0.005
Superior frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s area 10) Left –4 60 –1 60 3.18 14 <0.005
Superior frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s area 10) Right 28 62 –3 13 3.12 14 <0.005
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Left –40 29 37 21 2.84 14 <0.01
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Right 54 19 29 19 2.51 14 <0.05

Comparison > major depressive disorder
Caudate head Left –6 18 3 239 4.55 39 <0.001

Major depressive disorder > comparison
Medial frontal gyrus (Brodmann’s area 10) Left –4 60 3 16 2.51 39 <0.001
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Left –4 48 33 11 2.44 39 <0.01
DLPFC (Brodmann’s area 9) Right 40 29 37 11 2.40 39 <0.01

a Significant clusters for each analysis are listed in descending order of t score. Comparison group > major depressive disorder indicates find-
ings for greater activation in the comparison group relative to the depressed group, and major depressive disorder > comparison indicates
the opposite. DLPFC: dorsolateral prefrontal cortex.
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ates. BOLD signal values for striatal clusters reflecting a main ef-
fect of reward anticipation or outcome within the comparison
group or clusters reflecting a main effect of reward anticipation or
outcome within the major depressive disorder group were en-
tered as dependent variables for ANCOVAs. Since the major de-
pressive disorder group and the comparison group did not differ
in reaction time, we did not account for performance. Results
were largely unchanged when anxiety symptoms or family history
were covaried. Associations between reward-related BOLD re-
sponse and real-world positive affect were evaluated with regres-
sion analyses in SPM and also SPSS, with mean positive affect,
sex, and age as independent variables.

Results

Task Effects

Within the comparison group, both reward anticipation
and reward outcome elicited large-cluster activation in

the caudate (Table 1, Figure 2). Within the major depres-

sive disorder group, reward anticipation elicited activation

in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Brodmann’s area 9) and

Brodmann’s areas 6, 10, and 11; reward outcome elicited

activation in Brodmann’s areas 8, 9, and 10.

Depression-Related Differences in Neural 
Response to Reward

The participants with major depressive disorder dis-

played less BOLD response than the comparison subjects

in the caudate during reward anticipation and outcome

(Table 1, Figure 3). Participants with major depressive dis-

order displayed greater BOLD response than the compari-

son subjects in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during

reward anticipation and in medial Brodmann’s area 10 and

FIGURE 2. Main Effects of Task Within Comparison Group (on left) and Major Depressive Disorder Group (on right) During
A) Reward Anticipation and B) Reward Outcome (colored bars reflect t scores for each analysis)
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dorsolateral prefrontal cortex during reward outcome (Ta-
ble 1, Figure 3).

To examine possible developmental effects, we also
conducted exploratory analyses of major depressive disor-

der effects within pre/early and mid/late adolescent
groups. Findings of greater striatal reactivity in the com-
parison group remained evident in both developmental
groups during both anticipation (pre/early: 303-voxels

FIGURE 3. Differences in Reward-Related Brain Function Between Young People With Major Depressive Disorder and
Those With No History of Psychiatric Disordera

a Images depict (A) striatal regions in which comparison subjects exhibited greater activation than subjects with major depressive disorder dur-
ing reward anticipation; (b) striatal regions in which comparison > major depressive disorder during reward outcome; (C) prefrontal regions
in which major depressive disorder > comparison during reward anticipation; and (D) prefrontal regions in which major depressive disorder
> comparison during reward outcome. Boxplots in A–D depict BOLD signal change for evident or circled region by diagnostic group, in arbi-
trary units. Talaraich coordinates are indicated in y axis labels. Age and sex were included as covariates in all analyses. Results remained sig-
nificant when outliers were excluded from analyses.
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cluster at –6, 17, 1, t=3.29, df=1, 7, p<0.005; mid/late: 73
voxels, –6, 18, 3, t=2.58, df=1, 25, p<0.01) and outcome
(pre/early: 349 voxels, –6, 12, 2, t=12.33, df=1, 7, p<0.001;
mid/late: 68 voxels, 0, 16, 10, t=2.88, df=1, 25, p<0.005).
Findings of greater activation in prefrontal areas in the
major depressive disorder group during both conditions
(e.g., Brodmann’s area 9 during outcome: 67 voxels, –2, 48,
31, t=3.42, df=1, 25, p<0.001) only remained evident within
the mid/late developmental group.

Finally, we conducted analyses to further explore
whether the major depressive disorder group exhibited dif-
ferent orbitofrontal or amygdala function than the compar-
ison group. These analyses yielded no significant findings.

Depression-Related Differences in Neural 
Response to Reward and Real-World Positive 
Affect

Activation in left caudate clusters that distinguished
major depressive disorder and comparison groups during
reward anticipation and outcome were significantly posi-

tively correlated with subjective positive affect (Figure 4).
Thus, the participants who experienced higher positive af-
fect in real-world settings exhibited greater activation in
these striatal areas. Furthermore, this association between
reward processing and positive affect was evident in the
specific brain areas in which participants with major de-
pressive disorder showed less reward-related activation
than did comparison participants.

Traditional regression models yielded overall R2 values
of 0.22 for reward anticipation and 0.26 for outcome. Posi-
tive affect and sex were significant predictors in each final
model (positive affect: β=0.33, t=2.13, p<0.05 for anticipa-
tion, β=0.44, t=2.96, p<0.01 for outcome; sex: β=0.41, t=
2.83, p<0.01 for anticipation, β=0.39, t=2.75, p<0.01 for
outcome), but age was not.

Finally, exploratory regression models predicting posi-
tive affect were computed within the major depressive dis-
order group. These yielded overall R2 values of 0.71 for re-
ward anticipation and 0.75 for reward outcome, which
indicate large effect sizes (Cohen’s f2=2.45 and 3.00, re-

FIGURE 4. Correlation of (A) Reward Anticipation-Related Striatal Reactivity (BOLD signal change) and (B) Reward Outcome-
Related Striatal Reactivity With Mean Subjective Positive Affect Measured in Natural Environmentsa

a Results were masked for striatal regions in which the depression group exhibited less activation than the comparison group. Depicted are cau-
date clusters correlated with positive affect (for anticipation, 12 voxels; t=2.31, df=1, 38, p<0.02; for outcome, 37 voxels, t=3.18, df=1, 38,
p<0.005) and scatterplots of caudate activation versus positive affect score, by group, with regression lines for the entire sample. Blood-
oxygen-level-dependent signal change values in scatterplots are in arbitrary units. Colored bars reflect t scores for each analysis.
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spectively). The reward-related brain function coefficient
was marginally significant for reward outcome, also re-
flecting a large effect size (β=0.33, t=2.13, p=0.06; Cohen’s
d=1.28). Similar models within the comparison group
were nonsignificant.

Discussion

The current study’s findings are consistent with hypoth-
eses of altered reward processing and reduced positive af-
fect in young people with major depressive disorder (2).
During the anticipation and receipt of monetary rewards,
young people with diagnosed major depressive disorder
exhibited reduced response in dorsal striatal reward areas.
Activation in caudate regions in which the major depres-
sive disorder group showed reduced response relative to
the comparison group was positively correlated with sub-
jective positive affect that participants experienced during
a weekend in their natural settings. Within the major de-
pressive disorder group, the combination of reward pro-
cessing, sex, and age accounted for a considerable amount
of variance in real-world positive affect. Thus, disruption
of reward processing in adolescents with major depressive
disorder in the context of a simple fMRI task appears to be
predictive of their real-world affective experience.

Decreased striatal response in young people with major
depressive disorder could indicate depression-related dif-
ficulties with several aspects of reward processing. Disrup-
tion of response in the caudate, for example, could suggest
difficulties with the execution of action in response to re-
warding cues (12). The caudate receives input from ventral
tegmental dopamine neurons, and unusual function in
young people with depression supports claims that de-
pression involves disrupted dopamine signaling (3, 21).
Whether such disruption represents a state-like response
during a depressive episode or a stable, trait-like differ-
ence in reward processing—and whether it changes with
development or clinical course—must be addressed by
longitudinal, prospective studies.

In addition to exhibiting reduced responding in reward-
related brain areas, the major depressive disorder group
exhibited greater responding than comparison subjects in
prefrontal cortical areas postulated to play a role in affect
regulation (Brodmann’s area 9) and social cognition
(Brodmann’s area 10) (22). Based on models of frontostri-
atal connectivity and the integrative function of dopamine
systems (23, 24), greater activation in these regions in
combination with less activation in reward-related areas
may reflect overregulation of reward responding in young
people with major depressive disorder. Perhaps when
waiting for or obtaining a reward, young people with de-
pression diminish the onset or maintenance of their re-
sponse by engaging cognitive and regulatory circuits.

The presence of enhanced activation in medial Brod-
mann’s area 10 in the major depressive disorder group
during rewarding outcomes is consistent with findings

that depressed adults exhibit increased activation in this
area during affective contexts intended to induce pleasant
mood (10). In combination with the putative self-referen-
tial and social cognitive functions of medial Brodmann’s
area 10 (22), this finding suggests that young people with
depression might think about themselves or their status in
relation to others (e.g., “everyone’s winning more than I
am”) rather than enjoying a pleasant outcome. Given that
medial prefrontal cortex is also active during so-called de-
fault states thought to involve self-reflection (25), another
interpretation of this finding is that adolescents with de-
pression find it difficult to disengage from their ongoing,
baseline cognitive activity in the presence of reward.

Although sample size limited our power to detect some
effects within developmental groups, analyses within the
pre/early and mid/late adolescent groups revealed that
youths with major depressive disorder in both develop-
mental groups exhibited reduced striatal reactivity relative
to comparison subjects. Thus, alterations to reward-re-
lated brain function in depression might occur in both
children and adolescents. Of importance, the pattern we
observed in the major depressive disorder group stands in
contrast to developmental evidence that healthy adoles-
cents exhibit enhanced striatal activation when respond-
ing to reward (26, 27). This difference from healthy
adolescents raises questions about the consequences of
disruptions to reward-related brain function during a de-
velopmental period in which this function is undergoing
change. Therefore, it will be valuable for future studies to
examine the separate and interacting influences of de-
pression and development on reward processing in ado-
lescents, as well as the importance of altered reward pro-
cessing for long-term clinical course.

Our findings differ in some respects from those of other
studies of reward-related brain function in depression. For
example, others have reported decreased orbitofrontal re-
activity in response to reward in young people with de-
pression (6) or a negative relation between amygdala reac-
tivity and anhedonia (28). While our hypotheses focused
more on striatal reactivity, we found some orbitofrontal
reactivity within the major depressive disorder group but
no differences between the major depressive disorder and
comparison groups in reactivity of the orbitofrontal cortex
or amygdala. A possible reason for this discrepancy is that
our reward task is similar to those that reliably engage stri-
atal reward areas (11) and does not include other types of
affective stimuli such as human faces.

Similarly, sample size and composition limited our
ability to test whether depression-related differences
were present within male and female subsamples. Girls
were overrepresented in our sample, but gender was un-
likely to serve as a confound because both the major de-
pressive disorder and comparison groups had greater
proportions of girls than boys. Anxiety symptoms, higher
in the major depressive disorder group than the compari-
son group, were another possible confound. Although re-
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sults did not change when we adjusted for anxiety symp-
toms, it is possible that the presence of anxiety influenced
our results, especially since we found previously that anx-
iety symptoms appear to contribute uniquely to reward
processing in young people (6). Our paradigm was a
straightforward monetary reward task that allowed us to
examine one class of natural rewards but precluded us
from considering other aspects of reward, such as social
context, subjective experience, and varying magnitude.
We did not obtain mood ratings during the reward task,
and unfortunately we were thus unable to test the hy-
pothesis that group differences in brain function reflect
differences in subjective experience of reward.

In sum, this study indicates that young people with de-
pression appear to exhibit unusual patterns of neural re-
sponse to two components of reward processing. Neural
response was further related to subjective affect in natural
settings, providing validation for the use of laboratory-
based reward paradigms to measure aspects of positive af-
fect. A greater understanding of the affective factors in de-
pression will ideally lead not only to increased knowledge
of the pathophysiology of depression but also to treat-
ments that target the affective systems disrupted by the
experience of this disorder.
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